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Abstract: Knowledge of the location and extent of agricultural fields is required for many applications,
including agricultural statistics, environmental monitoring, and administrative policies. Furthermore,
many mapping applications, such as object-based classification, crop type distinction, or large-scale
yield prediction benefit significantly from the accurate delineation of fields. Still, most existing
field maps and observation systems rely on historic administrative maps or labor-intensive field
campaigns. These are often expensive to maintain and quickly become outdated, especially in regions
of frequently changing agricultural patterns. However, exploiting openly available remote sensing
imagery (e.g., from the European Union’s Copernicus programme) may allow for frequent and efficient
field mapping with minimal human interaction. We present a new approach to extracting agricultural
fields at the sub-pixel level. It consists of boundary detection and a field polygon extraction step
based on a newly developed, modified version of the growing snakes active contours model we
refer to as graph-based growing contours. This technique is capable of extracting complex networks
of boundaries present in agricultural landscapes, and is largely automatic with little supervision
required. The whole detection and extraction process is designed to work independently of sensor
type, resolution, or wavelength. As a test case, we applied the method to two regions of interest
in a study area in the northern Germany using multi-temporal Sentinel-2 imagery. Extracted fields
were compared visually and quantitatively to ground reference data. The technique proved reliable
in producing polygons closely matching reference data, both in terms of boundary location and
statistical proxies such as median field size and total acreage.

Keywords: field extraction; boundary detection; active contours; growing snakes; graph-based
growing contours

1. Introduction

Throughout the second half of the 20th century, the growing demand for agricultural products was
largely met by either an expansion of agricultural lands or an intensified production. Both may cause
environmental concerns [1,2]. While cropland expansion slowed down due to the limited available land
and improving technology, the intensification of agricultural production went along with increasing
emissions, negative effects on soil and groundwater, and changing land use patterns [1–3].

Therefore, the timely and accurate monitoring of agricultural landscapes and production systems
is crucial. In national cadasters such as the Land Parcel Identification Systems or the Integrated
Administration and Control Systems promoted by the European Union, land use changes have been
addressed for a long time [4–7]. These systems may offer valuable and accurate datasets, but they
often rely on historic administrative maps, manual field delineations based on satellite or airborne
imagery, and in-situ mappings via Global Positioning Systems (GPS) tracking [4]. However, manual
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approaches are time-consuming, costly, and often subjective, and therefore of limited use in regions
with frequently changing field structures or cropping patterns [4,8–10].

The accurate mapping of the location, size, and shape of individual fields is important for the
implementation of precision agriculture, crop yield estimations, resource planning, and environmental
impact analysis [4,9,11]. It enables insights into the degree of mechanization, agricultural practices,
and production efficiency in a region, and allows better implementation of administrative policies
such as subsidy payments and insurance [4,12]. Additionally, extracting individual fields is a crucial
preliminary step for many analytical and mapping applications, including the monitoring of field
management and calculating agricultural statistics [1,4,11]. Especially crop type and land use mapping
benefit from knowledge of precise field locations, as object-based classification techniques usually
outperform pixel-based ones [11,13,14].

The timely and accurate land use monitoring of agricultural landscapes and production systems
is therefore crucial, especially in highly fragmented landscapes with high spatial heterogeneity due to
diversity in sizes, shapes, and crops and a high temporal heterogeneity due to changes of field patterns,
management practices, and crop rotation [4,15].

Given the increasing availability of satellite remote sensing data, Earth observation has the
capacity to aid in the setup of cost-effective automatized mapping systems. Agricultural monitoring in
general has a long history in remote sensing, dating back to the original Landsat mission and the Large
Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACIE) [12,16]. In recent decades, various applications have been
explored, including large-scale yield prediction, land use mapping, crop type classifications, plant
health monitoring, and precision farming [17–19]. With the increasing availability of remote sensing
data through open data policies, agricultural services and automatized parcel-level monitoring are
becoming more prevalent [3,20]. Still, remote-sensing-based boundary detection and field extraction
have seen relatively little research interest in comparison, and robust techniques for automatic field
delineation are still rare [14,21].

Many previous field extraction approaches are concerned with the location and extent of fields
within the image rather than extracting precise polygons. Examples include the use of edge detection
and morphological decomposition to segment fields in Landsat imagery or training random forest
classifiers on image features such as mean reflectance values [21,22]. Rahman et al. followed a different
approach by attempting to delineate fields using statistical data on crop rotation patterns [9]. Other
studies intended to extract field boundaries. For example, Garcia-Pedrero et al. trained a classifier to
determine delineation between adjacent superpixels near potential field boundaries [4]. Tiwari et al.
used color and texture information to first segment the image using fuzzy logic rules and then refined
the field boundaries using snakes [8]. Turker and Kok attempted to detect sub-boundaries within
known fields via perceptual grouping using Gestalt laws [11]. Recently, Watkins and van Niekerk
compared multiple edge detection kernels as well as watershed, multi-threshold, and multi-resolution
segmentations in their capacity for field boundary detection [14]. Their results indicated that the
combination of the Canny edge detector and the watershed segmentation algorithm produced the best
results. While most of these studies rely on high-resolution satellite data, da Costa et al. explored the
potential to delineate vine parcels in very-high-resolution data from unmanned aerial vehicles [10].
They used texture metrics and specific patterns in the vine fields to extract the precise locations of field
boundaries. Recently, the use of convolutional neural networks was explored in [23].

In this study, we present a new approach to agricultural field extraction that allows for both the
detection of boundaries and the automatic extraction of individual fields as polygons on a sub-pixel
level. We merge image enhancement and edge detection techniques with a new modified active contour
model and graph theory principles to obtain smoother field boundaries than possible in regular image
segmentation alone. Further, the new approach provides a largely unsupervised contour extraction
tracking the spatial relationships and interconnectivity of a complex boundary set and makes it possible
to produce an interconnected network of contours rather than a set of separate segments.
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As natural boundaries like hedges are easier to detect than differences due to crop types, field
boundaries are often difficult to separate depending on the current growth stage or types of crops [13].
Following previous studies, we therefore combine multi-temporal remote sensing observations to
enhance boundaries that may only become visible during certain growth stages or management steps.
The structure of the methodology can be regarded as two-fold, consisting of the pre-processing and
edge detection steps on one hand and separate field boundary detection and polygon extraction steps
on the other.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the study area and the data we used.
Section 3 introduces the methodology, while Sections 4 and 5 present and discuss the results for our
study area. Lastly, Section 6 summarizes the most important findings and provides a brief outlook on
further research.

2. Data and Materials

2.1. Study Area

Our study area is located in northern Germany in the state of Schleswig-Holstein. The landscape
is hilly but with low elevations. The climate of the region is temperate/oceanic (warm summers, wet
winters; Cfb in Koeppen-Geiger climate classification) [24]. Soils are predominantly para brown earths,
podzol-brown earths, and pseudogleys originating from glacial deposits [25].

The region is dominated by agricultural use. It is rather heterogeneous with a mixture of small to
mid-sized towns, forests, and agricultural areas with varying intensities of use. Farming in the region
is highly industrialized and purely rain-fed. Main agricultural crops are cereals such as wheat, barley,
and rye as well as maize and rapeseed [26]. Field shapes are irregular, with no predominant patterns.
Field characteristics and distribution are heterogeneous, with sizes ranging from below 1 to above
10 ha. As seen in Figure 1, the landscape consists of a mixture of fields of different sizes and shapes.
The whole study area had an extent of roughly 11.5 × 7.0 km2. Within it, we selected two 2.5 × 2.5 km2

regions of interest (ROIs) for detailed analysis (see Figure 1). We created a reference dataset for each of
them representing all fields that should be extracted from the subset alone (i.e., all fields contained
entirely within the subset).
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2.2. Satellite Imagery

For our study, we used Sentinel-2 Level-2A atmospherically corrected imagery. To cover different
growth stages and maximize the differentiation of neighboring fields (see Section 3.2), we explored
scenes throughout the 2019 crop growing season (March until late October). Considering only
observations without cloud cover over the study area, our dataset consisted of six scenes in March,
April, June, July, August, and September. To provide sufficient spatial detail, we focused only on the
10-m-resolution red, green, and blue (RGB) bands of Sentinel-2. This further allows us to explore the
potential applicability of our method to other sensors with a more limited selection of wavelength
bands or even a standard RGB setup.

2.3. Reference Data

State cadastral data containing administrative plots served as a reference [27]. Although the
boundaries in this dataset sometimes aligned with actual field boundaries of 2019, manual updating
was required based on field surveys and recent satellite imagery. Considering that the 10 m spatial
resolution of Sentinel-2 limited the capacity to extract very small plots, we excluded all polygons below
a size of 0.5 ha.

Interpretation of field conditions proved difficult. On some occasions, fields appeared as separate at
one point in time (e.g., due to separate tilling) but merged in later images. In other cases, the delineation
of two adjacent plots was difficult (see also Section 5).

2.4. Land Cover Mask

As we were only interested in agricultural areas, we masked all non-agricultural landscapes
using land cover maps. We considered two products: the CORINE land cover data of 2018 and
the Land Cover DE product of the German Aerospace Center (DLR) [28,29]. Previous investigation
demonstrated superior quality of the DLR product in our study area, but we still occasionally observed
some urban and other non-agricultural areas as being misclassified. We therefore decided to use a
combination of the two products to create a conservative land cover mask.

3. Methodology

The flowchart in Figure 2 provides an overview of the workflow of our approach. After providing
some background on pixel value transformation and active contours, we first describe the image
pre-processing and enhancement (green) in Section 3.2, then proceed with the edge detection (blue) in
Section 3.3 before describing seed point selection (yellow) as well as contour and polygon extraction in
Sections 3.4 and 3.5.

3.1. Background

3.1.1. Sub-Pixel Image Transform

To perform analyses on the sub-pixel level, we dynamically transformed the pixel grid data of
the images using a barycentric transform, which represent the location of a point within a triangle
(or more generally a simplex) as the center of mass (i.e., the barycenter) in relation to its vertices [30].

Barycentric coordinates have proved to be useful in finite element analysis and computer graphics
applications, and are superior to simple distance-weighted transforms. To obtain the value of a given
point, the three closest grid points in the image are selected as vertices of the triangle. The value is
then computed as a linear combination of these vertices based on the following equations:

Px = Wv1Xv1 + Wv2Xv2 + Wv3Xv3 (1)

Py = Wv1Yv1 + Wv2Yv2 + Wv3Yv3 (2)
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Wv1 + Wv2 + Wv3 = 1 (3)

Wv1 =
(Yv2 −Yv3)(Px −Xv3) + (Xv3 −Xv2)

(
Py −Yv3

)
(Yv2 −Yv3)(Xv1 −Xv3) + (Xv3 −Xv2)(Yv1 −Yv3)

(4)

Wv2 =
(Yv3 −Yv1)(Px −Xv3) + (Xv1 −Xv3)

(
Py −Yv3

)
(Yv2 −Yv3)(Xv1 −Xv3) + (Xv3 −Xv2)(Yv1 −Yv3)

(5)

Wv3 = 1−Wv1 −Wv2 (6)

where v1, v2, and v3 denote the three vertices of the triangle, Xvi and Yvi are the x- and y-coordinates of
the vertex vi, and Px and Py are the x- and y-coordinates of the interior point. Wv1, Wv2, and Wv3 are
the weights assigned to each vertex. As long as a point is located within the triangle, all three weights
are ≥0 and sum up to 1.Remote Sens. 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 5 of 21 
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Figure 2. Flowchart of the boundary detection and field extraction procedures (LULC: land use/land
cover map). Stages of the process are highlighted in different colors: pre-processing in green, edge
detection in blue, seed point selection in yellow, and contour and subsequent polygon extraction in grey.
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3.1.2. Active Contours and Growing Snakes

Active contours (also called snakes) were first introduced by Kass et al. for object delineation [31].
The concept is based on the energy minimization of a deformable spline or polyline. The spline is
initiated either via user input (e.g., a rough sketch around the object of interest) or automatically in
the object’s vicinity. The snake then follows two influencing factors: the external and internal energy.
The external energy given by the image (e.g., the gradient magnitude) directs the snake towards the
contour of interest. The internal energy determines the shape of the snake and usually consists of two
parts: continuity and smoothness or curvature, often represented by the first and second derivative.
They limit the curvature of the contour and the distance between individual points. This ensures
that the snake does not expand or contract indefinitely or become discontinuous. A traditional snake
is described as a parametric curve f (s) = [x(s), y(s)], s ∈ [0, 1], following the energy given by the
equation below [31,32]:

E =

1∫
0

1
2

[
α ‖ f ′(s) ‖2 + β ‖ f ′′ (s) ‖2

]
+ Eext( f (s)) ds (7)

where f ′(s) and f ′′ (s) describe the first and second derivatives of the parametric curve f (s) and α and
β are weighting parameters that determine the influence on continuity (first derivative) and curvature
(second derivative). Eext( f (s)) is the external energy. One major drawback of the original model
(and many subsequent variants for that matter) is the difficult choice of initial placement due to high
sensitivity regarding initialization [33].

Many variants of the active contour model have been proposed to address various drawbacks
or expand the model for use in new applications, including geodesic contours using level sets and
various different external energies such as edge distance transform or gradient vector flow [32,34].
The aim of our use case was not to detect single objects, but rather to extract a complex network of
contours that may not even be interconnected and conserve contour relationships. Given the irregular
sizes and shapes of fields in our study area, it should further be independent of shape or size priors.

We therefore focused on the so-called growing snakes model introduced by Velasco and Marroquin,
which was designed particularly for complex topologies where traditional active contours may
struggle [33]. Growing contours are initialized on seed points along the contour itself and grow
(or “move”) in steps perpendicular to the local gradient direction (i.e., along the contour). Movement in
each step is determined by selecting the position of highest gradient magnitude out of a set of possible
locations. The process proceeds until the snake approaches an existing contour point. In this case,
the growth process stops, forming either a T-junction or a closed line. Although capable of tracking
heterogeneous boundaries, this method simply follows local maxima. Therefore, it has a tendency to
create discontinuous contours, as it does not consider the smoothness of the curve and requires an
additional smoothing step.

We observed that growing contours had a tendency to get “off track” easily when the image
gradient was heterogeneous, especially at corner points of multiple edges. Following the local maximum
of gradient magnitude, the contour moves away from the actual boundary. Once this happens, it will
create false boundaries along any local maxima it encounters. To address this, we experimented with
user-defined constraints, for example, allowing only a certain number of steps with low magnitudes
before terminating the snake. However, this introduced another level of complexity, as the threshold
may be dependent on the strength of the edge currently being explored. If the snake is initiated on a
very strong edge, a conservative threshold may ascertain good results; however, the process may stop
prematurely if the explored edge is rather weak.

Another issue we encountered was the already mentioned tendency to produce discontinuous lines,
either failing to represent sharp 90◦ turns and crossing edges or producing false turns. To avoid this, we
limited the maximum amount of turns allowed and experimented with different movement schemes.
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Again, these modifications produced unreliable results and added complexity to the parameter settings.
Hence, we developed a new graph-based growing contour model, described in Section 3.4.

3.2. Image Pre-Processing

The initial stage in our procedure is image pre-processing, serving multiple purposes: (a) removing
non-agricultural areas; (b) reducing noise; (c) removing undesired effects due to sub-field features such
as crop rows; and (d) enhancing actual field boundaries. The process comprised four parts. First, we
mask non-agricultural areas based on the land use mask and created an RGB composite using bands 4,
3, and 2 of each scene. This particular band arrangement is not a prerequisite for further processing
steps, and any three-band composite would suffice.

Second, we perform noise reduction and image smoothing. Particularly in edge detection, noise
reduction is important to reduce the amount of spurious edges. In the context of this study, we define
noise as any kind of non-boundary feature that may interfere with the boundary detection steps
(e.g., soil and plant growth patterns). Although convolution of the image with a Gaussian kernel is a
common approach, it has the negative side effect of blurring out potentially relevant edges as well.
As we are particularly interested in edges corresponding to field boundaries, it is desirable to conserve
stronger edges. To achieve this, we employ bilateral filtering. The bilateral filter combines a Gaussian
distribution in the spatial domain (as regular Gaussian smoothing), defined by a standard deviation σs,
with a Gaussian distribution in the value domain, defined by a standard deviation σr [35]. While the
former determines the weighting of neighboring pixels based on their distance from the center pixel,
the latter determines how values are weighted based on similarity to the center pixel. Edges in the
image refer to sharp changes in image reflectance. Therefore, a smaller σr will conserve even weaker
edges, while a larger σr will lead to a stronger blurring. The definition of the two distributions should
be chosen carefully to ensure that weak, potentially irrelevant, edges are removed while strong edges
are conserved.

Third, we transform the RGB image into the YUV color space. The YUV color space, similar to the
closely related YCbCr color model, transforms the RGB information such that luminance is stored in
the Y component while U and V refer to chrominance information. This enables image enhancement
with reduced color information distortion. Fourth, we apply a sigmoid transform to the Y component
to increase contrast of the image [36]. The sigmoidal function S(x) is defined as follows:

S(x) =
1

1 + eαs(xi−x0)
(8)

where xi is the reflectance of a pixel, αs is the slope of the sigmoidal curve (gain), and x0 controls the
centering of the sigmoid curve (offset).

As illustrated in Figure 3, luminance images in our observations were usually bimodal, with the
two peaks representing dark areas such as fully grown crops and bright areas such as dry open soil,
respectively. The cutoff location of the sigmoid function can be adaptively positioned between the two
peaks to increase contrast between dark and bright parts in the image. In the last step, we transform
the YUV data back to RGB color space for subsequent steps.
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3.3. Edge Detection and Enhancement

We convolve each of the three bands of each scene with the Sobel operator in both x- and
y-directions:

Kx =


−1 0 1
−2 0 2
−1 0 1

 , Ky =


1 2 1
0 0 0
−1 −2 −1

 (9)

We sum up the resulting gradient images to highlight recurring edges and use the summed
horizontal and vertical gradient images to obtain overall gradient magnitude g and gradient direction
θ following the formulas:

g =
√

I2
x + I2

y (10)

θ(x, y) = arctan
(

Iy

Ix

)
(11)

where Ix and Iy are the gradient images in x- and y-directions.
Despite smoothing, the gradient magnitude still contains spurious edges caused by crop rows and

other features within some fields. Some of these edges are rather strong and consistent (appearing in
multiple scenes) and could not be removed by filtering alone. To overcome this and further emphasize
the actual field boundaries, we exploit the shape and appearance of boundaries by applying a Meijering
filter to the magnitude image [37]. This filter was originally designed for medical purposes to extract
neurites from microscopic images. It uses the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the second-derivative
(Hessian) matrix of the image to determine the “ridgeness” of a pixel. By applying this filter, we can
exploit the curvilinear structure of the field boundaries in the image (see Figure 4).

As seen in Figure 4, many remaining spurious edges disappeared or were at least substantially
reduced. Further, the Meijering filter provided a good representation of the actual contour shape
compared to the sometimes uneven and blurred appearance of the gradient magnitude image.
The resulting image was normalized and was the basis for most subsequent procedures, referred to as
(gradient) magnitude.
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3.4. Graph-Based Growing Contours

We overcome the limitations observed in the growing snakes model (see Section 3.1.2) with a
newly developed modified growing contours model called graph-based growing contours (GGC).
The goal of our GGC technique is not only to locate potential field boundaries but also to facilitate the
extraction of the actual fields. The main improvement lies in a newly designed movement based on
graph theory concepts. We aimed to address five goals: (a) improve the quality of extracted contours
and reduce the need for repeated smoothing; (b) introduce adaptive behavior to accurately trace the
contours of different shapes (smooth curves, sharp corners, straight lines etc.); (c) increase the capacity
to extract complex, irregular networks with multiple crossing edges and T-junctions via automatic
branching; (d) improve the handling of “dead ends”; (e) automatically create an interconnected network
of contours rather than a set of separate segments.

Parts of this concept were inspired by the methodology by Aganj et al., who used a Hough
transform and orientation distribution functions for fiber tracking in diffusion-weighted magnetic
resonance images [38]. In a similar fashion, we employ principles of graph theory to extract the most
likely boundary paths in a local neighborhood.

3.4.1. Seed Point Selection

The technique is rather flexible with respect to initialization, but ideally starts at one or multiple
points on the boundaries of interest. In case of an interconnected network of boundaries, even a single
initial seed point is often sufficient to extract all boundaries in the image. However, to ensure coverage
over a larger area, multiple potential seeds are preferable. This also ensures that weakly connected
parts of the boundaries are correctly extracted.

Our observations showed that initializing the method on individual seed points consecutively
provided the best results. The process starts on one seed point and proceeds until termination before
being re-initialized on the next seed point.

We therefore generate multiple seed points by selecting one point per 50 × 50 pixel image tile of the
scene. For each tile, we limit the choice to those pixels located on strong edges. To determine potentially
useful starting points, we assume that points near changing gradient direction such as corners or
crossings of multiple edges are most suitable. These points allow the quick exploration of several
branches and usually do not run the risk of producing only dead ends. As seen in Figure 5, regions
along a single boundary are usually areas of similar gradient direction, while regions near corners,
curves, and crossings contain gradients of different directions [39]. To transfer this to an easy-to-use
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metric, we approximate the local anisotropy. Isotropy is defined as being direction-invariant [40].
Following this definition, pixels along edges are more anisotropic (low isotropy), while those near
corners and crossings of multiple boundaries are less anisotropic (high isotropy).
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We approximate local anisotropy by sampling the gradient direction in a pattern around each
pixel (similar to Section 3.4.2). We then determine the predominant or primary gradient direction by
assigning the vectors to 16 bins between − 1

2π and + 1
2π. The bin containing the largest number of

vectors defines the predominant direction. We then project all vectors onto the main directional unit
vector as well as the unit vector normal to it. We calculate the total magnitude of projected vectors in
both directions and obtain anisotropy via:

Ianiso = 1−

 min
(∑I

0 ‖ projvmainvi ‖,
∑I

0 ‖ projvnorm vi ‖
)

max
(∑I

0 ‖ projvmainvi ‖,
∑I

0 ‖ projvnormvi ‖
)  (12)

where vmain and vnorm are the main directional and normal vectors, respectively, vi describes a given
local gradient direction vector, and I is the number of all sampled vectors. If the total magnitude in
both directions is similar, anisotropy is low. If the magnitude in one direction is much larger than the
other, we observe a high anisotropy (see Figure 5). This information is used to select points of high
isotropy as seed points.

3.4.2. Generating a Local Graph

At each end point, the model starts by creating a directed, weighted graph. Firstly, a set of points
around the end point is sampled on the sub-pixel level using a concentric circular pattern, as seen in
Figure 6. The pattern is defined by an inner radius rmin, an outer radius rmax, the number of points
on the initial (innermost) circle ni, and the number of evenly spaced circles nc. Moving outwards,
the number of points doubles with each circle, creating a homogeneous pattern. This ensures that each
point on a circle has the same number of neighbors on the next circle. As seen in Figure 6, the pattern
also ensures straight connections from each point of the inner circle to the outermost one.
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Figure 6. Example of a local graph with number of circles nc = 4, initial circle size ni = 8, and allowed
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The sampled points represent nodes in a local directed, unweighted graph G = (V, E) constructed
based on a set of rules:

• The center point and all sampled points are nodes V in the graph.
• The center node is linked via edges to all nodes of the initial circle with equal weights.
• Each subsequent node is connected to the same number ne of nearest nodes on the next larger

circle via directed, outgoing edges E.
• In the direction of the previous contour location, nodes of the graph are masked to avoid

backtracking.

All edges (except the ones originating at the center) are weighted based on:

wi, j =
Di, j

g j
(13)

where wi, j is the weight of the edge E
(
vi, v j

)
, Di, j is the Euclidian distance between the nodes i and j,

and g j is the gradient magnitude at node j. This weighting allows for consideration of both distance
between the points (favoring shorter paths in terms of Euclidian distance) and regions of higher
magnitude (favoring locations along an edge in the image).

In constructing the graph, nc may be regarded as a metric of accuracy or smoothness because, given
the same radius, more points will tend to create smoother curves (see Figure 7). Similarly, the number
of allowed connections from each point to the next circle ne will influence both the smoothness and
the capacity for sharper directional changes (see Figure 7). We presume the number of points on the
initial circle ni as a parameter of potential directionality, which may influence the capacity to consider
different directions. The parameter rmax may be regarded as a “step size”.

As illustrated in Figure 7, different paths may lead to each point along the outer circle. This ensures
the capacity to represent different shapes of contours, including sharp corners or smooth curvatures.
However, the distance component in the weighting Equation (13) ensures that smoother curves are
preferred. The complexity of the graph and, as a result, processing time, increase with larger values of
ni, ne, and nc.
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3.4.3. Movement

To determine the branches (i.e., directions of movement) at a current point, a shortest-path search
starting at the center node (source) of the local graph to all nodes of the outermost circle (sinks) is initiated
using Dijkstra’s algorithm [41]. There are various potential ways of deciding subsequent directions.
One may simply search for local minima or select a certain number of shortest paths. However,
boundary features in the image usually expand over multiple end nodes on the circle. This may lead to
multiple selected paths corresponding to the same image feature while other less-pronounced features
remain unconsidered.

To avoid this, we first select the overall shortest path as the first branch. We take the location of
the first path as a reference and split the graph into subsections around + 1

2π and − 1
2π from the main

direction. Subsequent paths are selected only within these sections of the graph. The shortest paths in
each of the sections are selected as potential branches (see Figure 8, right panel). If there are two edges
branching at a very small angle, the two boundary features usually diverge quickly. This can still be
represented in the graph (see Figure 8, right panel).
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Figure 8. Main steps of movement in local graph (left to right): local graph with overall shortest path
indicated in red; subsections in which to search for other paths; three selected paths to proceed with.
The bold horizontal arrows indicate the current direction of movement.

Any selected paths that are longer than a certain threshold Lmax are omitted. This ensures
superfluous branches to die off quickly rather than continuing indefinitely and leads to a dynamically
changing number of end points and automatic termination of “dead ends”.

An end point of the contour is terminated if no valid paths are found, if the current point is near
the image boundaries, or if it is near an already existing contour point. In the latter case, the two points
are connected.
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3.5. Polygon Creation and Post-Processing

The output of GGC is a large undirected network (graph) of interconnected contour points. The next
challenge is to transform this network of field boundaries into a set of individual field polygons. Simple
clustering or associating points with certain shapes in the image are unreliable because points are
usually part of multiple neighboring fields, and field shapes may be quite heterogeneous. We did not
intend to introduce any assumptions about field shapes or contour arrangements.

Again, we make use of graph theory concepts. In theory, this is as simple as finding cycles in
the graph, but in practice some problems may arise. On the one hand, the network may become
very large, especially if small step sizes are used (i.e., small rmax), making the process of detecting
cycles computationally demanding. On the other hand, the process requires a correctly interconnected
network with no false edges or gaps.

To improve performance and increase reliability, we decided to create local polygons using a
subset of boundary points. To achieve this, we transform the set of edges in the output graph to a
binary contour image by drawing a binary edge map. We then employ a flood fill algorithm creating a
segment representing the rough extent of a given field as defined by the extracted contours. Then,
we extract the nodes of the network located within a certain distance from the boundary pixels of the
flood fill segment. A new field boundary graph is created where each node is connected to its four
nearest neighbors. This may produce an over-connected graph. The polygon representing the field is
extracted by finding the longest cycle in this local network. To refine the polygons, we further employ
adaptive Gaussian filtering and the Ramer–Douglas–Peucker algorithm [42–44].

3.6. Selecting Optimal Parameters

The pre-processing steps are particularly crucial for the performance of our approach, especially
the correct filtering of the images. Regarding the parameters of the GGC model, we decided to set
constant values for many of them to reduce complexity of the optimization task. In the two ROIs, we
chose four parameters for optimization to obtain representative results: the two standard deviations
defining bilateral filtering σr and σs, the gain αs in the sigmoid transformation, and the maximum
allowed path length Lmax in GGC. For other settings we found ni = 8, rmax = 6, and ne = 7 to be good
default values in both ROIs.

We obtained an optimum parameter setting for both ROIs using differential evolution in a
“rand-best/1/bin” strategy with a population size of 20, differential weight of 0.3, and crossover rate of
0.8 [45,46]. We visually compared the obtained extraction results to a representative image and the
reference datasets. The target variable of optimization was the mean Jaccard index (see Section 3.7).
In both ROIs, the differential evolution converged within 20 iterations and determined an optimal
parameter set as given in Table 1. Optimal settings for both ROIs were overall similar in terms of a
quite large difference between σr and σs and relatively high values of αs.

Table 1. Optimal settings obtained from optimizing polygon extraction for the two regions of interest.

σr σs αs Lmax

ROI 1 0.18 1.98 41.7 237.4

ROI 2 0.20 2.14 49.3 209.4

3.7. Performance Evaluation

We used a quantitative metric to evaluate the difference between extracted polygons and those
in the reference set. We employed the frequently used Jaccard Index as our main reference metric
because it is a common metric performing well for automatic segmentation [47]. In a pre-cursor
step, extracted and reference polygons need to be matched [47]. Considering the set of reference
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polygons X = {xi : i = 1, . . . , n} and the set of extracted polygons Y =
{
y j : j = 1, . . . , m

}
, we can

define multiple subsets. Following Clinton et al. [48], we can distinguish:

Yai =
{

y j : the centroid o f xi is in y j
}

Ybi =
{

y j : the centroid o f y j is in xi
}

Yci =
{

y j : area
(
xi ∩ y j

)
/area

(
y j

)
> 0.5

}
Ydi =

{
y j : area

(
xi ∩ y j

)
/area(xi) > 0.5

}
Yi
∗ = Yai ∪ Ybi ∪ Yci ∪ Ydi

Based on these matchings, we calculated the Jaccard Index [49,50]:

JACi j = 1−
area

(
xi ∩ y j

)
area

(
xi ∪ y j

) , y j ∈ Yi
∗ (14)

Resulting values range from 0 to 1, with 0 indicating an optimal segmentation. If the set of
matched polygons is empty, JACi j is set to 1. All values calculated for individual polygons were
averaged. In addition, we used statistical information in the form of the number of fields, median
and standard deviation of field sizes, and total acreage as proxies for performance of field extraction.
We focused our detailed analysis on the two ROIs but also briefly discuss the performance on the
whole study area using both parameter settings.

4. Results

As shown in Figure 9, the overall appearance of the extraction results in both ROIs was close to a
visual interpretation of the image. The general arrangement of extracted fields was matched and most
shapes were correctly delineated, closely following the visible boundaries in the images. Spatially
isolated phenomena such as patches of wet soil, grass growing within bare fields, or uneven growth
stages within a field did not confuse the extraction as long as they were located at some distance
from the field boundaries (see Figure 9, fields near the top of ROI 1 and at the center-right in ROI 2).
However, if they were located close to or directly on a boundary, they could cause irregular field shapes
or incorrect indents in the outline (e.g., Figure 9, ROI 2 center).

Uncertainties may also occur in case of temporally isolated distinctions, for example, when
adjacent fields are only distinguishable at a specific point in time but remain homogeneous otherwise.
Our approach was successful in detecting field boundaries, even if they were just visible in a single
image. For example, the two elongated fields in the top left in ROI 1 appear to be one large field in all
but the one observation pictured, where only the northern half is ploughed (see Figure 9). In such
cases, the strength of the delineating features is crucial (Section 5).

The method further detected some additional fields near the boundaries of the image that were
not part of the reference dataset. This was due to the actual fields extending slightly outside the ROI,
while the extraction still detected a large portion of the field.

Table 2 presents the statistics for the two ROIs. In general, results were close to those of the
reference datasets. The total acreage of all fields showed a high agreement for both ROIs. Median field
sizes in the two ROIs were quite different, with ROI 1 containing mostly smaller fields (median size
5.08 ha in the reference data) than ROI 2 (median size of 8.67 ha). Delineated field contours and sizes
in ROI 1 matched accurately with a difference in median field size of just 0.52 ha. In ROI 2, however,
the offset in median field size was more significant (1.39 ha). The number of fields extracted was off by
-4 and +2 in ROIs 1 and 2, respectively. This was due to some larger fields being mistaken for two
separate plots or vice versa, as well as the above-mentioned extraction of additional fields near the
image boundaries.
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Figure 9. Results of field extraction for the two ROIs showing extracted contours, corresponding
extracted polygons, and the reference dataset for comparison.

Table 2. Field statistics in the two regions of interest.

Field Count Median Field Size
(ha)

St. Dev. Field Size
(ha)

Total Acreage
(ha)

ROI 1

extracted 41 5.60 8.45 362.60

reference 45 5.08 8.04 359.14

difference −4 0.52 0.42 3.46

perc. diff. −8.9% 10.2% 5.2% 1.0%

ROI 2

extracted 26 10.05 12.21 390.16

reference 24 8.67 12.72 393.69

difference 2 1.39 −0.51 −3.53

perc. diff. 8.3% 16.0% −4.0% −0.9%

Results on the whole study area are shown in Figure 10 for both parameter setups. Both showed
mixed results. In some areas (especially near the respective ROIs), results were good but performance
deteriorated further away from the regions for which the settings were optimized.
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Figure 10. Results of field extraction for the whole study area using parameter settings of ROI 1 (top)
and ROI 2 (bottom) as listed in Table 2.

5. Discussion

The presented GGC method proved reliable in extracting complex networks of boundaries with
minimal supervision. Once initiated, it automatically detected relevant boundaries in the image, often
only requiring a single seed point. Automatic branching at diverging or crossing edges worked reliably,
and “dead ends” (i.e., undesired branches following spurious edges) were avoided for the most part.
This ensured the successful extraction of many of the irregularly shaped fields in the reference data.

The field extraction approach produced good results in terms of statistical characteristics of the
field structure in the two ROIs. The total acreage was matched very closely. Overall, ROI 2 proved
more challenging than ROI 1, possibly due to a more heterogeneous appearance because of wet soils
and uneven growth patterns. This became apparent in the overestimated median field size. The total
number of fields extracted in the two ROIs also reflected some issues. The algorithm missed some
very small fields, while merging some larger, heterogeneous ones. However, as mentioned before,
interpretation of actually separated fields vs. separately managed parts of one larger field is difficult,
and may explain some of these issues.

The proposed method further proved reliable in extracting even narrow field strips and many
smaller plots, but was occasionally confused by inconsistencies near urban areas or single man-made
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structures. This may be addressed through better masking of undesired objects, but would require
much better knowledge of conditions in the area or significantly more pre-processing time. For such
cases, further research is needed to ensure higher reliability.

We also observed uncertainties regarding temporally confined features like temporarily wet
soils or field management, which can introduce heterogeneities within a single field. In such cases,
delineation is may be ambiguous. In part, the use of multi-temporal data sets helped to enhance
weaker but consistent field boundaries. In most cases, our technique was capable of detecting weak
but consistent boundaries. Problems occurred, however, if the separation only appeared in a single
observation: if the boundary is pronounced, the algorithm is capable of correctly delineating the
fields, even if a separation is only visible in one observation. However, if groups of adjacent fields are
separated by a weak border, they may be detected as a single large field (see Figure 9, ROI 1 bottom
left). The point at which different appearances or spatially or temporally constrained boundaries
actually justify a separation into multiple fields is debatable. However, by adjusting Lmax, the user can
influence the degree to which the model considers weaker boundaries. Since there is a trade-off between
detecting weak boundaries and reducing the risk of extracting false boundaries, more research is
needed to address this issue—for example, by adapting pre-processing steps such as contrast stretching
or edge detection to the individual images or by introducing a dynamic weighting.

Overall, we observed that the pre-processing had the greatest influence on the performance of
the whole process. The filtering and edge enhancement steps we employed proved for the most part
effective in reducing background noise and highlighting actual field boundaries. Especially, the use
of multi-temporal Sentinel-2 data to emphasize weaker structures and the Meijering filter to reduce
spurious edges proved useful. In general, the better the prior boundary detection step, the more reliable
and efficient the GGC contour extraction process can be. With a more reliable and homogeneous input,
a larger radius rmax can be chosen without the need to increase the number of circles nc too much. This
would speed up the process and reduce the number of iterations required.

The spatial resolution of Sentinel-2 also limits the approach. Although 10 m resolution is sufficient
in most cases, it may hamper the precise extraction of very small fields. Overall, we found the spatial
resolution to be suitable for this task, but we expect that higher resolutions would provide better
results. We would further speculate the “sweet spot” resolution to be between 1 and 5 m for this
type of application. At this scale, delineation would become even more accurate and would make it
possible to distinguish smaller objects such as single man-made structures, narrow hedges, or trees.
However, with sub-meter resolutions, separating meaningful information from “noise” like soil texture
or individual plants may become difficult. Moreover, processing time would increase dramatically and
the benefit from additional detail would probably not outweigh the drawbacks. Future research may
explore the performance of our technique on higher-resolution imagery.

It became apparent that different parameter settings are required for reliable field extraction in the
two ROIs, in both the pre-processing and the actual extraction steps. This was particularly obvious in
applications to the whole study area, and may have been aggravated by the heterogeneous structure of
the agricultural landscape. Different circumstances in different parts of the region led to inconsistent
results when using the same settings for the entire area. As mentioned previously, this was mainly due
to different requirements in the boundary detection step. In the future, it would be desirable to explore
an adaptive procedure that chooses parameters based on characteristics such as structure, morphology,
and statistics of the input imagery. Judging from the results of this study, subsets even smaller than
2.5 × 2.5 km2 may be advantageous to allow local adaptations, even at field scales.

As mentioned above, further improvements to the algorithm may also include pre-processing
and boundary detection steps. Considering not only different scene characteristics but also the date of
image acquisition in a time series may improve delineation results, for example, via dynamic image
filtering and enhancement procedures depending on the characteristics of individual images. Further,
analysis of image stacks may be employed to dynamically select desirable features (e.g., by giving
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higher weights to images with more pronounced boundary features). The polygon refinement may
also be adapted to criteria such as predominant field shapes and required detail.

It is also desirable to ensure that higher values of Lmax do not result in more dead ends along
extracted boundaries but only prolong movement along relevant but weak boundaries.

6. Conclusions

We presented a new method for field boundary detection and subsequent field polygon extraction
based on image enhancement, edge detection, and a new version of the growing snakes active contours
model called graph-growing contours. The approach succeeded in extracting field boundaries on the
sub-pixel level from a set of Sentinel-2 RGB images. The method is very flexible in its application,
as it is not restricted to imagery of a certain sensor, resolution, or wavelength, but can utilize any
combination of bands as an RGB input. The boundary extraction step using the new GGC model also
requires little supervision. Once initialized, it automatically extracts even large networks of complex
interconnected boundaries.

There were some issues with respect to weak field boundaries, urban structures, or temporary
disturbances such as wet soil patches in fields. However, most of these are probably best addressed
in the pre-processing steps and are not inherent flaws of the extraction procedure. The flexibility
of the presented contour extraction allows the use of any kind of image-like data representing field
boundaries. The polygon extraction method may therefore be used in combination with other field
boundary detection algorithms.

We are currently exploring the potential to improve the process with respect to small-scale image
features, inconsistencies at edges, and better highlighting of relevant vs. irrelevant boundary features.
Further, we plan to generalize and scale up the extraction procedure to larger areas—possibly even
landscape scales. This may require further work regarding automatic adaptation to local conditions
and available imagery or improvements to the boundary detection step.
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